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CELEBRATE OUR
CANADIAN HEROES!

Surrey, B.C.-based artist Graham Force recently produced a greeting
card called ‘Canadian Heroes’ and Unit #68 is proud to support this
unique artistic effort. Proceeds from the sale of this card will be
donated to Wounded Warriors Canada. Please see Page 4 of this
issue for more details on this wonderful cause.
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EDITOR-INCHIEF:
Friends . . .
Our September and October edition are
both dedicated to our long devoted
comrade Ronnie Valentine Robinson.
There are countless stories of past
conventions that would pale today’s
convention antics. Ronnie had a knack of
bucking the system, never in a hurtful way
but definitely as a bit of a jokester.
At his Unit #26 he had a long history of
rebellion such as when his unit was sent
the first New Canadian Flag and told not to
fly it until a certain hour when it would be
officially announced and displayed in
Ottawa February 15, 1965. Of course
Ronnie would do his own thing and raised
it one day before our capital. After some
investigative effort I found out that Ronnie
raised the flag on February 14th 1965,
Valentines Day to celebrate his middle
name. Although his birthday is February
15th he did it his way!!
When I turned 65 Ronnie being the artist,
sent me a hand drawn card with the
inscription that instead of 65 candles he
would send me the Olympic torch since it

was 2010 and he wrote, one torch is easier
to blow out then 65 candles.
Most of our Buzz covers for over 10 years
were designed by Ronnie and he would
personally sign each one with different
captions; they should be in a separate
book for everyone to enjoy.
I had the honor of making Ronnie a
honorary member of Unit #68. They say
that with age comes wisdom but Ronnie
was years ahead of his time.
If Fraser Street ever had a mayor "ANDY
CAPP" Robinson would be voted hands
down as a leader in his community.
In the last few months our organization
has lost 3 Merit Holders in the Lower
Mainland: Ronnie Robinson 94, Chuck
McDonald 81 and Bill Wonnacott 75.
They were all veterans and irreplaceable!
"LEST WE FORGET "
Fraternally,
Bob Rietveld

"Good friends are like
quilts-they age with you, yet
never lose their warmth."
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VETERANS TRANSITION
NETWORK

THE BEGINNING . . .
Our story begins in 1997, when Dr. Marv
Westwood met his wife’s Uncle Jack at a
family function. Jack, a veteran of World
War II, struggled with alcoholism and
judgment from family for years. The two men
sat down and struck up a conversation
about Jack’s experience during the war. It
was then that the veteran, for the first time
in his life, revealed that he had killed a
man with his bare hands during the war. It
had haunted him ever since, and finally
being able to open up relieved Jack of the
heavy burden he had been carrying his
entire life. That moment inspired Dr.
Westwood to create opportunities for
other veterans to share their stories, and
experience the same relief that Jack had
felt.

THE FIRST TRANSITION
PROGRAMS
Working out of the University of British
Columbia, Dr. Marv Westwood and Dr.
David Kuhl ran small palliative care groups
of WWII and Korea veterans in 1997. The
veterans wrote up the stories of their wartime experiences, and exchanged them
with each other, in what Dr. Westwood
calls “guided autobiography” sessions.
The program was a great success – for the
majority, it was the first time they had ever
shared what they went through. At the end
of the program, however, one participant
quipped, “Great program Westwood, but
you’re 50 years too late. You need to do
something for the younger guys coming
back now.” And so, the first incarnation of
the Veterans Transition Program was born.
Marv and David took this request to heart,
and the first incarnation of the Veterans
Transition Program was born. Assisted by

Tim Black, then a Master’s student at UBC,
they travelled between Vancouver and
Victoria, planning groups and refining the
processed based on feedback from the
Veterans. Through grants from the
BC/Yukon Command of the Royal
Canadian Legion they continued to
develop their peer-based counseling strategy,
and found many younger Veterans of
peacekeeping
missions
eager
to
participate.
While the original program for WWII vets
focused solely on sharing the stories of
the veterans, the researchers quickly
realized that for the program to be
successful with younger veterans, it would
require enacting traumatic experiences,
rather than just sharing them. As Dr.
Westwood explains, “the trauma these
vets experience wasn’t talked into them,
so it can’t be repaired just by talking.”
Westwood
introduced
Therapeutic
Enactment into the programs – allowing
Veterans to use action to tell their story
instead of just words – and Black piloted
the theme of examining experiences with
unnatural and abnormal events, practices
that our program is still centered on today.
As the youngest participant was in his
mid-forties, the team again got the
feedback of “Great program Marv, but
you’re about 20 years too late. You need to
do something for the younger guys that
are coming back now.” In the fall of 1998,
this time in the Christ Church Cathedral in
Vancouver, Veterans in their twenties and
early thirties shared their experiences in
the Battle of the Medak Pocket and in
peacekeeping missions in the former
Yugoslavia and Cyprus. Later on, the
program began to include young Veterans
from Afghanistan. Led by Marv, David, Tim
and Dr. Paul Whitehead, these sessions
continued the group-oriented therapy.
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GROWING TO OUR CURRENT
PROGRAM FORMAT
The Veterans Transition Program in its
current form is the direct result of the
collaboration of many different people
including each and every graduate of the
VTP that took the time to tell us what they
liked, what they hated, and how we could
make it better.
In 2005, Dr. Tim Black, now a professor in
counseling psychology himself, separated the
program into two weekends. Sparked by
the increasing complexity of issues
Veterans brought to the programs, this
change allowed the group both time to
build cohesion and train essential
communication skills, as well as time for
emotional recovery and practicing skills in
the real world. Eventually, Duncan Shields,
the head of the BC Association of Clinical
Counselors, and others created a final third
phase that includes, allowing Veterans a
chance to consolidate their changes in the
final step of their transition and set goals
for the future.

THE MISSION
In the years that followed, people began to
take notice. Articles about the program
began to appear in local and national news
outlets, and the number of soldiers
attending the programs continued to grow.
By 2010, the program had already helped
more than 100 veterans. Then Tim Laidler
came on the scene. A returning vet
himself, Tim went through the program in
2010 after prompting from a friend. And it
changed his life. In fact, Tim was so
impacted by the program, and so
impressed with the good it could do, he
became a champion for its expansion. He
was offered a position as operations coordinator, and by 2012, he was the
executive director of the program.

Under
his
leadership,
the
UBC
administered Veterans Transition Program
evolved into the non-profit organization
now known as the Veteran’s Transition
Network. From the start, Tim worked to
gain official recognition from Veterans
Affairs Canada, and secured federal
funding for the organization. He also
expanded the workforce to include 20 staff
across the country. The staff Tim brought
on in 2012 continued to transform the
organization. With the funding he secured,
they were able to help previously
unreached populations, and began to offer
programs in a number of new provinces.

WHERE WE ARE TODAY
Since its inception, the Veterans Transition
Program has maintained the belief that
soldiers are best served by other soldiers.
The researchers found that many of the
veterans they worked with were reluctant
to participate in programs or access
resources that were provided by the
government or military, for fear that their
information would not be kept confidential.
Many veterans fear the consequences an
operational-stress injury could have on
their military record and future career
prospects. Thus, it was important to
ensure in the expansion of the VTP that
this confidentiality was protected, and that
though grants were sought to enable the
growth of the program, the VTN would
remain an independent organization.
Now, the VTN is working on expanding its
borders. To date, the VTP has helped over
600 veterans in seven provinces, and
continues to grow. Not only have we
helped over 600 Veterans in 6 provinces,
we have provided services to RCMP
officers, female Veterans, and bilingual
French/English speakers. The future looks
bright at VTN, and we look forward to
sharing it with you.
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‘CANADIAN HEROES’
GREETING CARD

nine years of war reached 1,859 by the end
of December 2010. 1,244 of these are listed
as NBI (Non battle injuries) and 615 are
listed as WIA (wounded in action).
The
Defence
Department
has
acknowledged that as many as 10 soldiers
– possibly more – have taken their own
lives since November 2013.
Please help
Warriors!

Surrey, B.C.- based artist Graham Force
recently produced a greeting card called
‘Canadian Heroes’ and Unit #68 is proud to
support this unique artistic effort.
Proceeds from the sale of this card will be
donated to Wounded Warriors Canada – a
national organization dedicated to funding
mental health programs for our ill and
injured Canadian Armed Forces members
and their families.
The greeting card comes with a special
poem written by Michelle Jane Sales to
honour soldiers from each branch of the
Canadian military.
Graham is hoping to raise thousands of
dollars and bring increased awareness to
our injured Canadian Forces men and
women who now battle a different type of
war at home.
The number of Canadian Forces' fatalities
resulting from Canadian military activities
in Afghanistan is the largest for any single
Canadian military mission since the
Korean War between 1950 and 1953. A
total of 158 Canadian Forces personnel
have been killed in the war since 2002.
Source; Wikipedia.
Figures released by DND in January 2011
show that the total number of Canadian
soldiers injured and wounded in more than

support

our

Wounded

The ‘Canadian Heroes’ greeting card will
be available for purchase online for $6.00
at www.grahamforceaviationart.com or by
contacting any
Unit #68 member or
graham@grahamforceaviationart.com

CAN AD I AN H E R O E S P O E M
- Michelle Jane Sales
Soaring warriors watching the sky
Marching footsteps on the ground
Grey metal cutting through
the waves
We know our lives are
safe and sound
The dedication of our
Canadian Heroes
Who battled for us in red and white
Every day we can live our lives
And we all will sleep in
peace tonight
Thank you to the wounded souls Who
gave their lives for us
to breathe
Heroes past present and future
Proving we are
True North Strong and Free
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ANAVETS AFFAIRS
AFFORDABLE RENTAL
HOUSING FOR SENIORS

ANAVET HOUSING
Vancouver East
951 East 8th Avenue
Richmond - 11820 No. 1 Road
North Van. – 245 East 3rd St.
Call 874-8105 or email
bcanavets@telus.net for more information
New Chelsea Society
7501 – 6th Street,
Burnaby, B. C. V3N 3M2
Patrick Buchannon, Executive Director
Telephone: 604-395-4370
Fax: 604-395-4376
E-mail: admin@newchelsea.ca

LOVEMAKING TIPS FOR
SENIORS
1. Wear your glasses. Make sure your
partner is actually in the bed.
2. Set timer for 3 minutes, in case you doze
off in the middle.
3. Set the mood with lighting. (Turn them
ALL OFF!)
4. Make sure you put 911 on your speed
dial before you begin.
5. Write partner's name on your hand in
case you can't remember.

VETERANS AFFAIRS CANADA
MEDALS & SERVICE RECORDS
P.O. Box 7700 Charletown, P.E.I. C1A 8M9
VETERANS AFFAIRS ENQUIRIES
Suite 1000 – 605 Robson Street,
Vancouver, B.C. Toll-Free Telephone:
1-866-522-2122

6. Keep the polygrip close by so your teeth
don't end up under the bed.

HEALTH & WELFARE CANADA
PENSION PLAN
Inquiries: 1 – 800 – 277-9914
DID YOU KNOW… that you may be eligible
for Death Benefits of up to $ 2,500.00?

9. If it works, call everyone you know with
the good news.

LAST POST FUND INC.
British Columbia Branch #520
th
#203-7337 – 137 St. Surrey, BC V3W 1A4
For information regarding financial assistance
please contact 572-3242 or 1 – 800 – 268-0248.

A QUOTE TO PONDER

Some mistakes are
too much fun
to only make once.

7. Have Tylenol ready in case you actually
complete the act.
8. Make all the noise you want. The
neighbors are deaf too.

10. Don't even think about trying it twice.
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In Loving Memory - - - The phone rings. It’s my
editor, Mardi on the phone.
“Deadline for your column
is Friday” she reminds me.
“Can’t do it, Mardi! I can’t
think of anything to write about.” So my
editor tells me that Halloween is only a few
weeks away so write something about
Halloween. So I will try.
So Class, are you ready to learn everything
about Halloween but were afraid to ask?
For many years, October 31st was ‘All
Hallows Eve’, and finally was given the
modern name of ‘Halloween’. Irish, Scots
and English called Halloween the ‘Night of
Mischief’. Householders would bribe the
gangs to leave them alone by offering
them treats – and that’s how the custom of
“Tricks or Treats” was formed. This
custom is more prevalent in Canada and
the U. S. A. than anywhere else in the
world.
Because the plot to blow up the Houses of
Parliament in London by Guy Fawkes in
the year 1605 was so close to Halloween, it
became the custom to let off fireworks in
commemoration of this day. So now you
know why fireworks became part of our
Halloween night.
Pumpkins with burning candles inside are
believed to ward off the evil spirits of
Halloween night. Also, in ancient times,
black cats were considered as being
former human beings that were turned into
cats for committing evil.
And I bet you never knew that Halloween is
also a religious day! October 31st is
celebrated as “All Saints Day” in the
Christian Church.
Now, Back to the Future! Thank goodness
none of my five children took after me

when it came to Halloween. In my younger
days, myself and my ‘gang’ didn’t exactly
act like ‘Little Angels’ on Halloween night
– we acted more like ‘Hell’s Angels’! We
did more than our share of Halloween
pranks – knocking fences down, soaping
windows, knocking out-houses over (yes,
there were still a large amount of people
without indoor plumbing in those days)
and we did our share of ‘naughty’ pranks
but never anything life threatening!
Another one of our favorite stunts was if
we came across a house that handed out
exceptional treats we would change our
costumes several times and keep
returning to the house.
One thing I learned after I grew up was
that the next bunch of kids must be eating
better than we did because I woke up the
morning after Halloween to find the ‘trick
and treaters’ had turned my car (a Model T
Ford) completely over. That indicated to
me that they were much stronger than we
were at their age. I remember we couldn’t
turn some garbage cans over because they
were too heavy!
Another Halloween memory I have is about
my oldest brother Bruce. He and his friend,
Len Plint, used to hold dances in the Ritz
Hall which was located in the 5900 block
on Fraser Street (a ¼ block from this club).
Their most popular dance was their annual
Halloween Dance. Prizes were given for
the best costumes. The majority of the
girls came as Mae West. Mae was the
Marilyn Monroe of her day – the only
difference was Mae weighed twice as
much as our Marilyn!
All their dances were advertised in the
windows of the Fraser Street merchants. I
made the posters for them. I was paid 10¢
each for them (no wonder I’m so damn rich
today!!)

HAPPY HALLOWEEN to all of my BUZZ
readers!!!
Written in October 2006
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S T R O L L I NG D O W N O U R
M EM O R Y
L A NE
WITH
R O NNI E . . .

Ronnie and his
Lilian at our Unit
68 picnic at Trout
Lake in 2013 . . .

Ronnie enjoying his
various Birthday
Parties with one of
his larger ‘Bees’!

A gift to hold
Memories in
Ronnie’s eventful
life!!

President Bob
presents our
Star Reporter
and Cover
Artist with a
artful birthday
present

Ronnie with his
very own
Olympic Torch!

Ronnie with
his
Collection of
Columns
presented to
him by The
Buzz

Unit #68’s
88th Birthday
Present to
Ronnie

Ronnie & the Buzz
Editor at his Birthday
Bash at Unit 26 in
2014
Ronnie at his
90th Birthday
with his Buzz
Bee Birthday
gift

W e l o v e d s h o w e r i ng o u r w o nde r f u l
‘ A ndy C a p p ’ w i t h g i f t s t o s h o w o u r
a p p r e c i a t i o n o f h i s w r i t i ng a nd h i s
c o v e r s !! R o nn i e – w e l o v e y o u – R e s t
I n Pe a c e , o u r De a r Fr i e nd!
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THE BOND BETWEEN HORSES AND
SOLDIERS HELPS HEAL WOUNDS

What we are all about . . .
While
the
Canadian
Forces
uses
teambuilding, communications training
and leadership development to prepare
soldiers for war, Can Praxis uses horses
to help soldiers recover from it and regain
their family relationships.
Can Praxis is a collaboration between
Steve Critchley and Jim Marland. Critchley
is a 28 year veteran of the Canadian Forces
and an international mediator, facilitator,
negotiator, and trainer. Marland is a
registered psychologist, Equine Assisted
Learning Facilitator, mountaineer, sailor,
corporate trainer and a professional
speaker.
As
unresolved
conflict
destroys
relationships, and is especially common in
overly stressed families, Can Praxis trains
participants to manage their conflict
effectively. The theoretical foundation for
this is Managing Differences by Dan Dana
PhD. Richard F. Celeste, former Governor
of Ohio, described the book as “A practical
guide for dealing with conflict. Dr. Dana
moves from scholarly content to common
sense with uncommon ease.”
Can Praxis uses walk-along exercises with
horses as a training aid. As a ‘flight’
animal they react to human body
language. Horses react to what they see; it
is their body language that speaks
volumes about humans in their proximity.
As EAL facilitators, we offer a translation

THE BUZZ
the horses’ behavior to participants in
order to increase their own selfawareness.
Our Researcher for this program:
Dr. C. Randy Duncan has a background in
educational psychology and works in the
areas of applied measurement and
program evaluation. Primary research
interests are in instrument construction
and validation for measuring the benefits
of both equine assisted learning for at-risk
populations and cultural interventions in
the treatment of substance abuse. The
various program evaluations undertaken
have been mostly community-based
participatory projects aimed at fostering
partnerships
and
translating
the
information into action. Current evaluation
work, funded by the Saskatchewan
Ministry of Health, is focused on utilizing
standardized measures for reporting
global outcomes for the provinces’ Child
and Youth Mental Health and Addiction
Services.
Can Praxis would like to thank Wounded
Warriors for their continued and
outstanding support.
– Wounded Warriors Canada –
The Founding, National Funding
Partner of Can Praxis.
Source: canpraxis.com

Our Therapeutic Approach . .
Most, if not all, participants are or have
been under the care of a psychiatrist
and/or other mental health professionals.
Can Praxis uses Meaning Centred
Counselling (MCC), an approach that is
recognized by the counselling profession
as profound and effective. MCC is an
evolutionary development from the widely
acclaimed Logotherapy, first articulated by
Dr.
Viktor
Frankl,
author of the
groundbreaking work Man’s Search for
Meaning. Dr. Paul Wong, the renowned
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psychologist and contributing author to
The Human Quest for Meaning: A
Handbook of Psychological Research and
Clinical Applications, subsequently added
some elements of Cognitive Behavioral
Therapy to Frankl’s original format. MCC
asks:
“Does life have real meaning? Is it worth
living? How can one make sense of
suffering, illness, and death?” Through the
ages, philosophers, clergy, and laypeople
alike have grappled with such existential
concerns. Some have taken the position
that deep questions about meaning are
unanswerable, that ideally one should take
life as it comes.
Recent studies have shown, however, that
the way in which individuals address
existential
concerns
has
profound
implications for their mental and physical
well-being. The mediating role of personal
meaning in coping with stress has also
received increasing attention…. No matter
how hopeless the situation and how
devastating the pain, we are more likely to
survive if we cling to the belief that life has
some purpose.”
The International Network of Personal
Meaning (www.meaning.ca) adds that,
“According to Wong’s meaning-centered
approach, a comprehensive resilience
program contains at least the following ten
lessons:
1) Purposes & life goals;
2) Understanding the self and one’s place
in the world;
3) Freedom & responsibility in the face of
many options but a finite life;
4) The right & wrong pathways to
happiness;
5) Courage to accept internal and external
constraints;
6) Faith & belief in a better future;
7) Commitment to growth;
8) Discovering the hidden dimensions of
self and new frontiers of life;

THE BUZZ
9) The power of self-transcendence,
empathy, compassion, & altruism;
10) Positive thinking, attribution and
meaning-management.”
Co-founder and Can Praxis psychologist
Jim Marland studied MCC under Dr. Wong,
and made it the subject of his graduate
level dissertation. He has practiced MCC
with a variety of clients: elite executives,
families, those with very limited personal
resources,
and
prison
inmates.
Participants are welcome to talk about
their trauma if they wish, but the therapy
does not include questions about
traumatic events. Our starting point is
often as simple as, “Where are your boots
now?”
In essence, MCC is a conversation. A
conversation that, in the case of Can
Praxis, lasts up to nine days. Through a
process of respectful and thoughtful
inquiry (an empathic version of Socratic
dialogue), participants are invited to
understand
their
challenges,
their
suffering, their options, and their hope for
the
future
in
a
deeper,
more
comprehensive manner. This deeper
understanding opens the possibility of
new and unique solutions that were
previously beyond reach.
MCC is an ideal adjunct to the therapies
used by other professionals treating
veterans and their spouses or family
members. For example, it establishes a
greater context for the ever-present threat
of crisis and conflict within a family. So,
regardless of where the topic of
conversation goes, the improvement
interpersonal communication between the
spouses is the central theme and the main
goal.
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Gentle thoughts for today-Birds of a feather flock together and crap
on your car.
The older you get, the tougher it is to lose
weight, because by then your body and
your fat have gotten to be really good
friends.
The easiest way to find something lost
around the house is to buy a replacement.

THE BUZZ
Long ago when men cursed and beat the
ground with sticks, it was called
witchcraft. Today, it's called golf

Lord,
Keep your arm around my shoulder
and your hand over my mouth . . .
AMEN..!!

HAPPY BIRTHDAY to our
Unit #68 OCTOBER Celebrants!

Did you ever notice: The Roman Numerals
for forty (40) are ' XL.'
The sole purpose of a child's middle name
is so he can tell when he's really in
trouble.
There's always a lot to be thankful for if
you take time to look for it. For example I
am sitting here thinking how nice it is that
wrinkles don't hurt.
Did you ever notice: When you put the 2
words 'The' and 'IRS' together it spells
'Theirs.'
Aging: Eventually you will reach a point
when you stop lying about your age and
start bragging about it.
The older we get, the fewer things seem
worth waiting in line for.
Some people try to turn back their
odometers. Not me, I want people to know
'why' I look this way. I've traveled a long
way and some of the roads weren't paved.
When you are dissatisfied and would like
to go back to youth, think of Algebra.
Ah, being young is beautiful, but being old
is comfortable.

Fred Bugden
Susan King

Mike Carpenter
Douglas Smith

Happy Birthday Everyone!!!!

ANAF UNIT #68
MEMBERSHIP . . .
The membership chair for Unit
#68 is our unit secretary - Jan
Holt – if you have not already enrolled for
the year 2017 please do so NOW so you
may continue receiving all of the
wonderful benefits membership accords.
PLEASE REMEMBER . . . We need ‘YOU’,
and your continued support as loyal and
dedicated
Members.
An
active
membership makes for an active club!

“The noblest of all dogs
is the hot-dog; it feeds
the hand that bites it.”
Laurence J. Peter,
1919 – 1990
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WHAT IS A CAT?
1. Cats do what they want.
2. They rarely listen to you.
3. They're totally unpredictable, except that
they will always be scheming to make you
feel guilty.
4. They whine when they are not happy.
5. When you want to play, they want to be
alone.
6. When you want to be alone, they want
to play.
7. They expect you to cater to their every
whim.
8. They're moody.
9. They leave hair everywhere.
10.They drive you nuts and
cost an arm and a leg.
Conclusion:
Cats are tiny
women in little fur coats.

WHAT IS A DOG?
1. Dogs lie around all day, sprawled on the
most comfortable piece of furniture in the
house or yard.
2.
They can hear a package of food
opening half a block way, but have
selective hearing when you're in the same
room.
3. They can look dumb and lovable all at
the same time.
4. They growl when they are not happy.
5. When you want to play, they want to
play.
6. When you want to be alone, they stalk
off and pout.
7. They are great at begging.
8. They will love you forever if you pet
them every day.
9. They leave their toys everywhere.
10. They can be trained.
Conclusion:
Dogs
are tiny men in little fur
coats.

THE BUZZ
YA GOTTA LOVE POLICE DOGS!

A TINY CABIN AT CORDOVA LAKE
A social worker from a big city in Ontario
recently transferred to a tiny community
and was on the first tour of her new area
when she came upon the tiniest cabin she
had ever seen in her life. Intrigued, she
went up and knocked on the door.
"Anybody home?" she asked.
"Yep," came a kid's voice through the
door."Is your father there?" asked the
social worker.
"Pa? Nope, he left afore Ma came in," said
the kid.
"Well, is your mother there?" persisted the
social worker.
"Ma? Nope, she left just afore I got here,"
said the kid.
"But," protested the social worker,
(thinking that surely she will need to
intervene in this situation) "are you never
together as a family?"
"Sure, but not here," said the kid through
the door.
"This is the outhouse!"
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THE WHALE…
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mouth said her eyes were following him
the whole time, and he will never be the
same.
May you, and all those you love, be so
blessed and fortunate to be surrounded by
people who will help you get untangled
from the things that are binding you. And,
may you always know the joy of giving and
receiving gratitude.
I pass this on to you, my friends, in the
same spirit.

SENIORS’ DRESS CODE:

If you saw a recent front-page story of
the San Francisco Chronicle, you would
have read about a female humpback whale
who had become entangled in a spider's
web of crab traps and lines. She was
weighted down by hundreds of pounds of
traps that caused her to struggle to stay
afloat. She also had hundreds of yards of
line rope wrapped around her body, her
tail, her torso, a line tugging in her mouth.
A fisherman spotted her just east of the
Farallon Islands (outside the Golden Gate)
and radioed an environmental group for
help. Within a few hours, the rescue team
arrived and determined that she was so
badly off, the only way to save her was to
dive in and untangle her. They worked for
hours with curved knives and eventually
freed her.
When she was free, the divers say she
swam in what seemed like joyous circles.
She then came back to each and every
diver, one at a time, and nudged them,
pushed them gently around as she was
thanking them. Some said it was the most
incredibly beautiful experience of their
lives. The guy who cut the rope out of her

Many of us over 50 . . . WAY
over 50 . . . are quite confused
about how we should present
ourselves.
We're
unsure
about the kind of image we
are projecting and whether or
not we are correct as we try
to
conform
to
current
fashions. Despite what you may have seen
on the streets, the following combinations
DO NOT go together and should be
avoided:
1. A nose ring and bifocals
2. Spiked hair and bald spots
3. A pierced tongue and dentures
4. Miniskirts and support hose
5. Ankle bracelets and corn pads
6. Speedos and cellulite
7. A belly button ring and a gall bladder
surgery scar
8. Unbuttoned disco shirts and a heart
monitor
9. Midriff shirts and a midriff bulge
10. Pierced nipples that hang below the
waist
11. Bikinis and liver spots
12. Short shorts and varicose veins
13. In-line skates and a walker
and the ultimate 'Bad Taste' in fashion:
14. A thong and Depends
Please keep these basic guidelines
foremost in your mind when you shop.
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TWO HANDY
HOUSEHOLD
HINTS FOR
YOU . . .
Efficient Ironing with Aluminum Foil
You can save time and electricity using
this one simple trick for ironing. Put a
sheet of aluminum foil under your ironing
board cover before ironing.
The reflected heat and insulation from the
foil makes it so you don't have to iron the
other side (and totally speeds up your
ironing process). You don't have to worry
about your ironing board cover scorching,
it takes a much higher heat for that.

Using Less Toilet Tissue
Here are 2 tricks to encourage other
members of your household to use less
toilet tissue:
People tend to pull less off the roll if you
have the paper rolling off from the top.
By flattening the roll of paper slightly it will
not roll so

GREAT QUOTES ON SEX:
"There are a number of mechanical
devices which increase sexual arousal,
particularly in women. Chief among these
is the Mercedes-Benz SL500."
Lynn Lavner
"It isn't premarital sex if you have no
intention of getting married."
George Burns
"See, the problem is that God gives men a
brain and a penis and only enough blood
to run one at a time."
Robin Williams
"According to a new survey, women say
they feel more comfortable undressing in
front of men than they do undressing in
front of other women. They say that
women are too judgmental, where, of
course, men are just grateful."
Robert De Niro
"There's a new medical crisis. Doctors are
reporting that many men are having
allergic reactions to latex condoms. They
say they cause severe swelling. So what's
the problem?"
Dustin Hoffman

TIP FOR A YUMMIER
MEATLOAF
Make your meatloaf with any recipe you
like best, then top with laying strips of
bacon across the top. As it bakes, the
juices of the bacon seep into the meat just
enough to give it a real nice flavor. Use as
many strips of bacon as desired.
It's yummy.
.

"There's very little advice in men's
magazines, because men think, 'I know
what I'm doing. Just show me
somebody naked !"
Jerry Seinfeld
Sex is one of the most wholesome,
beautiful and natural experiences
money can buy.
Steve Martin
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HUMOUR OUS G E MS f ro m o u r
Special Friend Elsie Fraser of ANAF
Assiniboia Unit 283 in Winnipeg, Manitoba
One Sunday morning, the pastor noticed
little Mikey standing in the foyer of the
church staring up at a large plaque. It was
covered with names and small American
flags mounted on either side of it.
The six-year old had been staring at the
plaque for some time, so the pastor
walked up, stood beside the little boy, and
said quietly "Good morning Mikey."
"Good morning Pastor," he replied, still
focused on the plaque. "Pastor, what is
this?"
The pastor said, "Well son, it's a memorial
to all the young men and women who died
in the service."
Soberly they just stood together, staring at
the large plaque.
Finally, little Mikey's voice, barely audible
and trembling with fear asked, "Which
service, the 8:30 or the 10:45?"
A lady inserted an ad in the classifieds:
'Husband Wanted'.
Next day she received a hundred letters.
They all said the same thing: 'You can
have mine.'

When a woman steals your husband, there
is no better revenge than to let her keep
him.
A young son asked, 'Is it true Dad, that in
some parts of Africa a man doesn't know
his wife until he marries her?'
Dad replied, 'That happens in every
country, son.'

THE BUZZ
A Woman's Prayer:
‘Dear Lord, I pray for: Wisdom, To
understand a man, to Love and to forgive
him, and for patience, For his moods.
Because Lord, if I pray for Strength I'll just
beat him to death'
AND NOW FOR THE FAVORITE!!!
A husband and wife are waiting at the bus
stop with their nine children. A blind man
joins them after a few minutes. When the
bus arrives, they find it overloaded and
only the wife and the nine kids are able to
fit onto the bus. So the husband and the
blind man decide to walk.
After a while, the husband gets irritated by
the ticking of the stick of the blind man as
he taps it on the sidewalk, and says to
him, 'Why don't you put a piece of rubber
at the end of your stick? That ticking
sound is driving me crazy.'
The blind man replies, 'If you had put a
rubber at the end of YOUR stick, we'd be
riding the bus, so shut the hell up.
Just think, if it weren't for marriage, men
would go through life thinking they had no
faults at all.

Did you hear about the 83-year-old woman
who talked herself out of a speeding ticket
by telling the young officer that she had to
get there before she forgot where she was
going?
Makes perfectly good sense to me . . . . .

Just remember:
We'll be FRIENDS until we
are old and senile . . .
Then we'll be NEW FRIENDS!
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AGES OF WOMEN
Age 8: Looks at herself and sees;
Cinderella/Sleeping Beauty
Age 15:
Looks at herself and sees;
Cinderella/Sleeping Beauty/ Movie Star, or
if she is PMSing; sees pimples/ugly
("Mom I can't go to school like this!")
Age 20: Looks at herself and sees; "too
fat/too thin, too short/too tall, too
straight/too curly" - but she decides she is
going out anyway.
Age 30: Looks at herself and sees; "too
fat/too thin, too short/too tall, too
straight/too curly" - but decides she
doesn't have time to fix it, so she's going
out anyway.
Age 40: Looks at herself and sees; "too
fat/too thin, too short/too tall, too
straight/too curly" - but says, "At least, I'm
clean" and goes out anyway.
Age 50: Looks at herself and sees; 'I am"
- and goes wherever she wants to.
Age 60: Looks at herself and reminds
herself of all the people who can't even
see themselves in the mirror anymore;
goes out and conquers the world.
Age 70:
Looks at herself and sees
wisdom, laughter and ability - goes out
and enjoys life.
Age 80: Doesn't bother to look. Just
puts on a red hat and goes out into the
world.
Age 90: Can't see enough to tell the
difference between her Florida drivers
license and her credit card. So she takes
them both as she drives to the mall, and
doesn't worry about it!

THE BUZZ
FROM OUR UNIT #68 BUZZ
RECIPE CORNER:
BANANA OATMEAL
BREAKFAST CUPS
These delicious and healthy
breakfast cups are perfect for
someone who needs to eat breakfast on
the run. They are moist in the middle with
a crunchy white chocolate topping somewhere in between a bowl of oatmeal
and a muffin.

INGREDIENTS:
3 cups old fashioned oats
2 Tbsp brown sugar
1/2 tsp ground cinnamon
1/4 tsp salt
2 tsp baking powder
1 cup mashed ripe banana
2 Tbsp olive oil
2 large eggs
1 tsp vanilla
2 cups milk
mini white chocolate chips for topping

METHOD:
Preheat oven to 350 degrees F.
Mix dry ingredients together in a bowl.
In a separate bowl mix wet ingredients,
stirring the milk in last.
Add the wet ingredients into the bowl of
dry ingredients. Stir well. The mixture will
be really soupy and that is okay.
Grease muffin tins.
Scoop mixture into the muffin tins, making
sure that there is a good mix of wet and
dry in each. These will not puff up much so
you can fill them pretty full. Add a layer of
mini white chocolate chips to the top.
Cook for 17-22 minutes.
Let cool a bit in the tins before placing on
a cooling rack to cool completely. Store in
the fridge.
To eat you can warm up in the microwave
for 30 second or enjoy them cold.
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A POEM THAT WAS US
I would love to re-live just one or two
weeks back in the 50's and 60's. Enjoy.
A little house with three bedrooms,
One bathroom and one car on the street
A mower that you had to push
To make the grass look neat.
In the kitchen on the wall
We only had one phone,
And no need for recording things,
Someone was always home.
We only had a living room
Where we would congregate,
Unless it was at mealtime
In the kitchen where we ate.
We had no need for family rooms
Or extra rooms to dine.
When meeting as a family
Those two rooms would work out fine.
We only had one TV set
And channels maybe two,
But always there was one of them
With something worth the view
For snacks we had potato chips
That tasted like a chip.
And if you wanted flavor
There was Lipton's onion dip.
Store-bought snacks were rare because
My mother liked to cook
And nothing can compare to snacks
In Betty Crocker's book
Weekends were for family trips
Or staying home to play
We all did things together –
Even go to church to pray.
When we did our weekend trips
Depending on the weather,
No one stayed at home because
We liked to be together

Sometimes we would separate
To do things on our own,
But we knew where the others were
Without our own cell phone
Then there were the movies
With your favorite movie star,
And nothing can compare
To watching movies in your car
Then there were the picnics
at the peak of summer season,
Pack a lunch and find some trees
And never need a reason.
Get a baseball game together
With all the friends you know,
Have real action playing ball –
And no game video.
Remember when the doctor
Used to be the family friend,
And didn't need insurance
Or a lawyer to defend
The way that he took care of you
Or what he had to do,
Because he took an oath and strived
To do the best for you
Remember going to the store
And shopping casually,
And when you went to pay for it
You used your own money?
Nothing that you had to swipe
Or punch in some amount,
And remember when the cashier person
Had to really count?
The milkman used to go
From door to door,
And it was just a few cents more
Than going to the store.
There was a time when mailed letters
Came right to your door,
Without a lot of junk mail ads
Sent out by every store .
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The mailman knew each house by name
And knew where it was sent;
There were not loads of mail addressed
To "present occupant"
There was a time when just one glance
Was all that it would take,
And you would know the kind of car,
The model and the make
They didn't look like turtles
Trying to squeeze out every mile;
They were streamlined, white walls, fins
And really had some style
One time the music that you played
Whenever you would jive,
Was from a vinyl, big-holed record
Called a forty-five
The record player had a post
To keep them all in line
And then the records would drop down
And play one at a time.
Oh sure, we had our problems then,
Just like we do today
And always we were striving,
Trying for a better way.
Oh, the simple life we lived
Still seems like so much fun,
How can you explain a game,
Just kick the can and run?
And why would boys put baseball cards
Between bicycle spokes
And for a nickel, red machines
Had little bottled Cokes?
This life seemed so much easier
Slower in some ways
I love the new technology
But I sure do miss those days.
So time moves on and so do we
And nothing stays the same,
But I sure love to reminisce
And walk down memory lane.

With all today's technology
We grant that it's a plus!
But it's fun to look way back and say,
HEY LOOK, GUYS, THAT WAS US!

A LITTLE TURKEY DAY
HUMOR
A little boy and a little girl attended the
same school and became friends. Every
day they would sit together to eat their
lunch. They discovered that they both
brought turkey sandwiches every day! This
went on all through the fourth and fifth
grades, until one day he noticed that her
sandwich wasn't a turkey sandwich.
He said, 'Hey, how come you're not eating
turkey, don't you like it anymore?'
She said 'I love it but I have to stop eating
it.'
'Why?' he asked.
She pointed to her lap and said 'Cause I'm
starting to grow little feathers down there!'
'Let me see' he said.
'Okay' and she showed him. He looked
and said, 'That's right. You are! Better not
eat any more turkey.'
He kept eating his turkey sandwiches until
one day he brought a peanut butter
sandwich instead. He said to the little girl,
'I have to stop eating turkey sandwiches
cuz I'm starting to get feathers down there
too!' She asked if she could look, so he
showed her!
'Oh, my God, it's too late
for you! You've already
got
the
NECK
&
GIZZARDS!!!
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DOG-TIRED . . .
An older, tired-looking dog wandered into
my yard. I could tell from his collar and
well-fed belly that he had a home and was
well taken care of. He calmly came over to
me, I gave him a few pats on his head. He
then followed me into my house, slowly
walked down the hall, curled up in the
corner and fell asleep.

THE BUZZ
FROM YOUR
EDITORS . . .
Yes Friends . . . Fall has definitely arrived
here in LotusLand!!!! We now look forward
to a peaceful and relatively warm winter.
Enjoy the fabulous colours of this season
– the reds, yellows, and oranges of
Autumn in our Beautiful B.C.!
We want to, as always, thank all of our
loyal readers and all who send us great
items and cartoons, etc. for our newsletter
every month – it is very much appreciated!!

An hour later, he went to the door, and I let
him out.
The next day he was back, greeted me in
my yard, walked inside and resumed his
spot in the hall and again slept for about
an hour. This continued off and on for
several weeks. Curious I pinned a note to
his collar: 'I would like to find out who the
owner of this wonderful sweet dog is and
ask if you are aware that almost every
afternoon your dog comes to my house for
a nap.'
The next day he arrived for his nap, with a
different note pinned to his collar: 'He lives
in a home with a non-stop chatting wife, 6
children, 2 under the age of 3 - he's trying
to catch up on his sleep. Can I come with
him tomorrow?

As mentioned in our last issue we will
proudly continue to publish our Ron ‘Andy
Capp’ Robinson columns ‘In Loving
Memory’ of our Dear Friend!! He will
continue to take us all down Memory Lane
with him!!
If you should see an item or cartoon that is
a ‘Repeat’ – we do so because we enjoyed
them before and feel they warrant a
‘Repeat Performance’ so to speak! So go
ahead and enjoy again!
Remember – you have a standing
invitation to visit our webpage at
anavets68.com
See you in November – stay healthy and
happy . . . and Hug a Friend today!
Your Editors,
Mardi & Fred
Words to live by . . .

Just wanted to wish You
A most enjoyable day!!
May you always have love to share,
Health to spare and
Friends that care.

